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Station to say good-bye to Izvolski, who is returning to
Ms post in haste. On the platforms, there is lively anima-
tion: the trains are crowded with officers and soldiers.
This already looks like mobilization. We exchange rapidly
our impressions, and come to same conclusion, 'Cette fois,
c'est la guerre'"57 Next day Princess Paley, who was in
close touch with the Grand Dukes, sent an urgent telegram
to her mother and daughter who were at Bad Kissingen in
Germany to leave immediately for Switzerland or Italy;58
and General Danilov, who had been hurriedly recalled from
a tour in the Caucasus, telegraphed to his family in Podolia
near the Austrian frontier begging them to return at once
to St. Petersburg.59
THE RUSSIAN "PERIOD PREPARATORY TO WAR"
What took place on July 25 at this important Minis-
terial Council (often incorrectly called a Crown Council)
in the presence of the Tsar to cause all these impressions
of impending war? Again we have no precise record of
what was said by each person present, but we know the
final decisions taken. We may surmise that a conflict took
place between Sazonov, who adhered to his "partial mobil-
ization" plan, and the military leaders, led by the Grand
Duke Nicholas, who feared that the technical and political
difficulties of a partial mobilization would be disastrous.60
General Sukhomlinov, Minister of War, later claimed
to have taken a passive attitude during the July crisis,61
but his apologia is not convincing. General Danilov, speaJk-
ing of the Ministerial Council, says: "It is easy to under-
stand the decision of those members of the Council who
had little knowledge of purely military problems and were
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